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Directions (Q. No. 1 to 4) : Choose the most suitable word and fill in the blanks.
1. A well–kept memory book is no less than a ___________.
(A) measure

(B) treasure

(C) none of these

2. We love to remember______________ memories of the past.
(A) pleasant

(B) unpleasant (C) horrific

(D) casual

3. It gives us a great ____________to know that someone cares about us.
(A) idea

(B)feeling

(C) brightness

(D) happy

4. Memory books are a ______________way to store memories of the past.
(A)little

(B) mild

(C) lovely

(D) none of these

Directions (Q. No. 5 to 8) Form the opposites of the following words
5._________able
(A) im

(B) un

(C) in

(D) dis

(C) in

(D)dis

(C) in

(D) dis

6.__________discipline
(A) im

(B) un

7. __________moral
(A) im

(B) un

8.___________obey
(A) im

(B) un

(C) in

(D) dis

Directions (Q. No. 9-17): Choose the right wordfrom the brackets and fill in the blanks
(work,same,easily,perfect,masons,farmers,weavers,possible,different)
It is not(9)__________for one man to do all kinds of (10)_____________for himself.Sowe have different
men to do (11)____________kinds of work. There are men who build houses. We call them
(12)_________ .There are men who grow corn.We call them (13)_____________.There are men who
make cloth.We call them (14) _________.These men always do the (15)_________ kind of work.So they
can do their work quickly and (16) __________. Practice makes a man (17) ________________.

Directions (Q. No. 18-20): Fill in the blanks with suitable Conjunctions
18. Joe stayed with the injured dog___________ the vet arrived.
(A) while

(B) after

(C) until

(D) as

19. You must get your parent’s permission____________ you can come with us .
(A) till

(B) when

(C) before

(D) after

20. ____________we were sleeping , thieves entered our house.
(A) while

(B) till

(C) after

(D) before

